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Analytics Options for Cloud ISVs 

Cloud application vendors are under pressure to provide multi-faceted support for analytics. Today's 

customers expect more than just static reports or dashboards; they want an interactive, visual experience 

along with the ability to create and publish their own reports and dashboards and perform sophisticated 

analytics on data. 

To meet customer demand, cloud independent software vendors (ISVs) have three options: 

1. Embedded Analytics. ISVs can embed a third-party analytics product and make it look and feel like

their own through custom integration and white labeling.

2. Open Analytics. They can expose an open application programming interface (API} that enables

customers to use an analytics tool of their choice to connect to the ISV's cloud application.

3. Hybrid. They can support both strategies.

From a customer's perspective, there are 

advantages and disadvantages to each 

approach. (See Figure 1.) 
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The embedded strategy gives customers a holistic experience in which analytics is tightly coupled with a 

host application. The analytics functionality not only looks like the application, but also integrates with its 

security model and interacts with it in a bidirectional manner. For example, customers viewing an inventory 

trends chart can click on it or an alert about low inventory levels to issue a purchase order to restock items. 

On the other hand, customers need to spend time learning the analytics functionality embedded in the 

application. If a customer has multiple cloud applications, each of which has its own embedded analytics 

capabilities, customers will need to learn each analytics tool anew. This takes time and creates a suboptimal 

customer experience. 

From the ISV perspective, an embedded analytics tool might help them gain a competitive edge, catch a 

fleet-footed rival, increase customer satisfaction, or generate additional revenue or market share. However, 

embedding an analytics tool is not easy or inexpensive. Currently, there is no analytics tool that has all the 

features and functions a cloud ISV might want. Consequently, there is always a need for custom 

development work, which takes time and money. And it can be challenging to upgrade the customization 

once the analytics vendor ships a new release. 
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NetSuite Success Story 

A Product Integration Partner 

NetSuite determined that the best approach to address its customers' data access 

requirements would be to partner with a third-party ISV specializing in data connectivity and 

product integration. The staff members quickly narrowed the choice down to Progress® 

DataDirect® and the Progress DataDirect OpenAccess Software Development Kit (SDK). Among 

the key factors driving the decision was the extensive breadth of DataDirect support for 

standards and an array of implementations-some of them unique in the industry. 
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"Data Direct was the only company to offer a Java API to generic backend data sources," notes a NetSuite project manager. 

Explicitly designed to create custom APls based on connectivity standards, the OpenAccess SDK can essentially give developers as 

much as 99 percent of the code already completed. This includes the extensive driver API specification compliance, the SQL calls, 

and the network and server components necessary. It provides the ability to make anything-flat file data, proprietary data, or a 

Web site-appear as an SQL database which application tools based on standard APls know how to talk to. The pre-built 

component code exposes the required A Pis and interfaces and implements all the rules defined by the respective specification for 

various OS platforms. 

"Data Direct OpenAccess provided us with pretty simple programming of 13-to-18 methods," reports one key NetSuite developer. 

"That translated to a quick learning curve and fast product development." 

Rapid Adoption of Database Connectivity 

NetSuite reports that Progress DataDirect has served not only as a vendor of excellent data connectivity components, but also as 

a product integration partner, providing outstanding technical support. 

"The DataDirect support is great," reports one development PM. "We were able to port some old driver code to the new Data Direct 

version within a few days, working with Data Direct via e-mails sent from engineer to engineer for clarification. Response time was 

frequently a matter of minutes." 

More than 300 NetSuite customers make use of ODBC capabilities deployed using the Data Direct OpenAccess SDK. These span a 

diverse variety of uses, including: 

• A food process and packaging company that has written Crystal reports to obtain information used in helping them print 

shop    packets and inventory pull sheets that go to the shop floor, saving them considerable time and providing 

information they'd never had before.

• An audio installation vendor that uses ODBC to send data to a Crystal report used to calculate commissions for their sales 
staff.

• An anti-virus and anti-malware ISV that uses ODBC to identify orders in a queue awaiting a license and also to create and 

run   reports in client-and server-side applications and to extract data to populate a data warehouse. 

A survey conducted by NetSuite found that more than 60 percent of its customers using ODBC capabilities in its applications gave 

a 4 or 5 out of 5 rating in value. 

Says a NetSuite representative: "We've had our customers tell us that they absolutely need it. They' ve said to us: 'please don't even 

think of removing it'." 

For more information go to www.progress.com/customers/netsuite 
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